
General meeting 20 February 2021 – minutes 
 

• Need to empower people to engage more 
• Election - if you want to run for President or VP put yourself up for it. Deadline is next 

Sunday to let people apply. If not many people have applied then there will be an 
announcement  

• Group coordinators - for each group, really important to enable us to take 
responsibility for what’s happening in each group 

• List of working groups will be given for people to join + will advertise group 
coordinator posts  

• Possibly going to a more flattened structure - President then coordinators - more 
delegation between President + VP + coordinators (doesn’t matter how involved 
you’ve been in the past to be a coordinator and helps to get more involved and gives 
you more control over what you’re doing) - means eventually President won’t have an 
overwhelming responsibility   

• Formation of document containing all information about what tasks are available - will 
outline everything that is going in the organisation in every area of the organisation. 
Coordinators could keep the document updated. Need to make sure its a google doc 
+ accessible to everyone. Having someone to contact at the bottom of each 
group/task will be useful + a list of tasks and information. Think of ways to divide the 
organisation first for the document.   

• People signing up for tasks from document - means you can commit to something  
• Have a section of the document dedicated to new ideas (but bring to meetings too). 

Want people to bring in their ideas - let everyone have their say 
• Need more people who will be involved - how do we get more people involved? 
• Whatsapp vs Slack decision needs to be made - we need to commit to one but there 

could be space for both. Main whatsapp group is a good way to communicate with 
people. For each working group, the coordinators should decide which they should 
use but preferable to have a whatsapp group for each working group. Slack is more 
professional space but people answer the whatsapp group more. Slack is good for 
voting (polls are useful there). Slack notifications are quite unreliable but shouldn’t 
get rid of Slack completely. Could use Whatsapp to remind people to use Slack or if 
there is an important notification on there  

• Need to increase engagement in meetings - not enough people coming 
• Maybe having a regular time for a meeting + in different time zones  
• Jingle? 

 

Action points (stuff we’re agreeing to get done) 
• Make a draft of all the sub-areas of the organisation - make into a document + fill it in 

together - say what people are doing etc 
• Keep main Whatsapp group but keep everything else on the Slack (polls + working 

groups etc on Slack) but allow Whatsapp groups for small projects and allow working 
group coordinators to choose if they want to create a Whatsapp group for their group  

• Send out personal messages to get more people to come to meetings  
• Put out the time of the general meeting in different time zones + offering to help 

people find out what time the meeting is for them  
 


